Freeciv - Feature #698197

Documentation updates for S2_6

2017-09-19 07:49 PM - Marko Lindqvist

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: % Done: 0%
Category: Documentation
Sprint/Milestone: 2.6.2

Description

Related issues:
Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #656708: Document better that "Contact" can be lost to a "No Contact" added
Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #657405: Help about 'worker task' concept added
Blocked by Freeciv - Task #657407: civ2civ3: review government help added
Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #657410: Help updates for gen-extras added
Blocked by Freeciv - Bug #691877: Help text mentions the spacerace option added
Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #696454: FAQ 2.6 added
Blocked by Freeciv - Bug #696673: README not listing cultural victory or scenario specific victories added
Blocked by Freeciv - Bug #699164: Help for '/create' says that 'ai-type' is a...
Blocked by Freeciv - Bug #660409: helpdata.txt claims any player learning tec...
Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #733929: Help for Policies concept added
Blocked by Freeciv - Bug #727051: classic ruleset: could be clearer that Airp...
Blocked by Freeciv - Bug #733917: Quiet Field needs documentation added
Blocked by Freeciv - Feature #736833: Help: state what order the player must ... added
Blocked by Freeciv - Bug #760497: Miscellaneous rules help improvements for 2.6 added
Blocked by Freeciv - Bug #763061: Document that Worker, Settler, and Engineer...

History

#1 - 2017-09-19 07:52 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Feature #656708: Document better that "Contact" can be lost to a "No Contact" added

#2 - 2017-09-19 07:54 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Feature #657405: Help about 'worker task' concept added

#3 - 2017-09-19 07:54 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Task #657407: civ2civ3: review government help added

#4 - 2017-09-19 07:55 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Feature #657410: Help updates for gen-extras added

#5 - 2017-09-19 07:55 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Feature #657417: Add property editor tooltips added

#6 - 2017-09-19 07:58 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Bug #691877: Help text mentions the spacerace option added

#7 - 2017-09-19 08:00 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Feature #696454: FAQ 2.6 added

#8 - 2017-09-19 08:01 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocked by Bug #696673: README not listing cultural victory or scenario specific victories added
Most, but not quite all, blocking tickets dealt with for 2.6.0.

While documentation can always be improved, since all currently-blocking bugs are now closed, I'm drawing a line under this for 2.6.